Because of an Acorn
Punctuation Practice

Statements, or sentences that inform, end with a period (.).
Questions, or sentences that ask for answers, end with a question mark (?).
Exclamations, or sentences that show excitement, end with an exclamation point (!).

Put the correct punctuation in the following sentences:

1. Do all trees have branches_____
2. Trees grow a little bit every year____
3. I love trees___
4. Some seeds are hidden in fruit I can eat___
5. Can you climb a tree____
6. Look____ That tree is so tall____
7. My favorite tree is an oak___
8. A forest has many trees____
9. Help____ I'm stuck in this tree____
10. Do trees have flowers on them____
11. Paper is made from trees____
12. Maple trees have leaves that turn red in autumn____
13. Will you hang my swing from that tree____
14. The wind makes a loud noise in the leaves____
15. This tree fell last year____
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Punctuation Practice
Answer Key

Put the correct punctuation in the following sentences:

1. Do all trees have branches__?__
2. Trees grow a little bit every year__.
3. I love trees__!__
4. Some seeds are hidden in fruit I can eat__.
5. Can you climb a tree__?__
6. Look__!__ That tree is so tall__!__
7. My favorite tree is an oak__.
8. A forest has many trees__.
9. Help__!__ I’m stuck in this tree__!__
10. Do trees have flowers on them__?__
11. Paper is made from trees__.
12. Maple trees have leaves that turn red in autumn__.
13. Will you hang my swing from that tree__?__
14. The wind makes a loud noise in the leaves__.
15. This tree fell last year__.